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A LegAcy of InventIon 

A Mechanical Invention
In 1908, Charles F. Kettering began  
experimenting with one of his most  
important inventions, the electric  
automobile self-starter. Throughout  
his life, Kettering sought to encourage  
innovative thinking on all kinds  
of problems.

A Political Invention
An early political invention: a clay  
ballot, dating from the 5th century  
in Athens, Greece.

More Political Inventions
Other political inventions include  
the National Issues Forums issue  
guides, which are “self-starters”  
for deliberative decision making.
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•	 CITIzeNs	who are civically engaged and can make sound choices 
about their future

•	 COMMuNITIes	of citizens acting together to address common 
problems

•	 INsTITuTIONs	with public legitimacy that contribute to 
strengthening the work of citizens

the foundAtIon’s reseArch suggests thAt 
when democrAcy Is workIng As It shouLd, 
these three eLements Are ALIgned:



 

Problems Behind   the Problems
ketterIng probes underneAth obvIous
probLems to fInd the deeper cAuses, or 
“probLems behInd the probLems,” thAt prevent 
democrAcy from workIng As It shouLd. 

The result is a dearth of  
deliberative reasoning and decision 

making. Citizens may be involved  
but tend to make poor decisions.

people often react 
hastily without  

reaching shared  
or reflective 

judgment.

citizens are  
sidelined.

They aren’t always engaged in  
politics. Maybe the political system 

has sidelined them by gerrymandering 
their voting precincts. Or maybe they’ve 

sidelined themselves because  
they don’t think they can  

make a difference.

 A second problem comes  
on the heels of the first: 

the political system  
is polarized. 

Issues are framed in ways that  
promote divisiveness. Not all  
options for solving a problem  

are considered.	



 

Finally, democracies  
have to respond to both ever- 

changing circumstances and to  
perennial challenges. Citizens 

can’t declare victory and go home. 
Democracies depend on constant 

collective learning, which promotes both  
experimentation and persistence.  

the absence of 
learning undermines 

efforts to combat 
democracy’s 

problems.

the mutual  
distrust between 
citizens and most 

major institutions  
has been quite  

acute for decades. 
Citizens see institutions as unresponsive  

as well as ineffective, and institutions 
doubt that citizens are responsible  

and capable.

When citizens do act,  
they often don’t have a  

shared sense of purpose. 

citizen efforts  
can go in so many 

different directions 
that they aren’t 

effective. 
Institutional attempts to organize them 

can backfire by draining away the  
vital energy that people bring.

Another problem is that 
citizens think  

they don’t have  
the necessary 

resources to act.  
Yet	institutions can’t do their jobs as  

well as they should without the benefit  
of citizen action, which  

can complement the work  
of institutions.

Communities face  
daunting problems that can only  

be solved if citizens work together  
to produce things that counter them.

people disagree  
about what to do, 

which prevents them from joining  
forces. Traditional routines for 

 solving problems may also  
limit the role citizens play.
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eveRyDay  
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?

sTaRT in The 
PoliTical WeTlanDs
Political life usually begins locally and small: that is, in neighborhoods, in  
informal associations, and around kitchen tables. We call this arena the  
political wetlands.
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?how Do citizens   Work Together
ThRoUgh DeMocRaTic     PRacTices
cItIzens cAn turn everydAy routInes Into 
democrAtIc prActIces thAt gIve them more 
controL over theIr future.

Identify or 

name the issues
facing them in their own terms;  

that is, in terms of what is  
most valuable to them

encourage constant  
collective  
learning 

 to keep the actions going

frame issues 
so that a range of actions  
are considered and the  

trade-offs required are evident

make decisions 
deliberatively, 
which means weighing the  

trade-offs, to turn hasty  
reactions into sound judgment

identify  
resources 
that are available— 

even intangible ones  
like enthusiasm 

and commitment

organize actions 
in a complementary fashion

Democratic practices are ways citizens 
can address problems—even when they 
disagree. Without them, the problems 
have the upper hand because people 
are unable to work together.



How does this problem affect you  
and your family?

What do you think is the right thing  
to do? 

What might be the consequences?  
If there are negative consequences  
to what you propose, do you think  
we should still do it?

What are our options?

Who else do we need to solve the  
problem?

What resources could we use? 

Can we support one another?

WHAT Are We leArNING?

opportunItIes for democrAtIc prActIce grow 
out of the ordInAry questIons peopLe Ask  
one Another when somethIng threAtens  
theIr coLLectIve weLL-beIng.how can 

citizens Put  
Democratic 
Practices to 
Work
asKing oRDinaRy 
QUesTions  
can Reveal  
exTRaoRDinaRy
oPPoRTUniTies

?



how Does the 
Foundation  
Do its Work
ThRoUgh 
JoinT 
leaRning  
exchanges

As a research institution, the Kettering Foundation works primarily 
through joint learning exchanges with civic organizations, communities, 
and institutions that are experimenting with ways to strengthen 
democracy. Those involved in these workshops trade their experiences 
for insights that Kettering has collected from past exchanges with a wide 
range of groups from around the world. 
 
Joint learning exchanges focus on solving particular problems that all 
participants in the workshops have a stake in addressing, even if they are 
not from research institutions (and most aren’t). Preliminary exchanges 
may test to see whether there is, in fact, a shared interest in a problem. 
Or workshop participants may assemble information from a number of 
sources in order to get a more complete account of a troubling issue or  
an unrealized potential. Other exchanges are based on comparing 
experiments to solve fundamental problems of, or intrinsic to, 
democracy.  
 
These experiments may or may not be successful; the objective of an 
exchange isn’t to praise or blame but rather to share what participants 
struggle with and hope to learn more about. Insights from past 
exchanges and other Kettering research will be on the table to test 
against participants’ experiences. some exchanges can be completed 
in one meeting; others may require gathering over several years.

?



neTWoRKs

Who Does  
the Kettering  
Foundation Do 
collaborative
Research With ?
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Worldwide civic neTWoRKs

Kettering has exchanged research with citizens from countries shaded in dark blue.



Who Does 
the Kettering  
Foundation  
Work For
ciTizens Who  
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how cAn we come together As  

a coMMUniTy  
to rebuILd our communIty?



The Kettering Foundation is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, nongovernmental  
research foundation rooted in the American tradition of invention.  

The foundation does not make grants.

dayton office  200 Commons road, Dayton, OH 45459-2799 | (937) 434.7300|(800) 221.3657
washington office  444 North Capitol street, NW, suite 434, Washington, DC 20001|(202) 393.4478

new york office  6 east 39th street, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10016|(212) 686.7016
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